
Passing Parameters

Data passed to a subroutine is called a parameter.

There are two classes of parameters:

- in (call by value)
• Original data does not change

• Copy of original data is used by subroutine

• Copy may be modified

- in-out (call by reference)
• Original data can be modified

• Location of data is passed

Parameters are passed using:
• Registers (data registers used to pass by value)

• Parameter (Memory) block (address register used to pass address of the block)
• Block may be just one location or a block of memory locations

• Stack (stack can be both used to pass by value, or by reference)



Passing Parameters

Calling Program

move N,R1 ;R1 serves as a counter – used to pass by value

move #NUM1,R2 ; R2 points to the list – used to pass by reference

; address of the first number on the list

Call LISTADD ; call the subroutine

move R0,SUM; save result

……

Subroutine

LISTADD Clear R0 ; initialize sum to zero

LOOP Add (R2)+,R0 ; Add entry from list

Decrement R1

Branch > 0 LOOP

Return

(Fig 2.25 of Hamacher)

















Example of Passing Parameters by parameter block
; Parameter Blocks have advantage when the number of parameters to be passed is large. If all registers were used for 
parameter passing, subroutine will have no registers to work with

;Main Program

main equ *

….

lea block, a0 ; move address of parameter block to a0

move.l #string, (a0) ; move string address to block

jsr convert ; call subroutine

….. ; result is in the block (four bytes offset)

…..

….. ; end of code

; Subroutine convert

convert equ *

movea.l block, a2 ; copy string pointer to a2

…..

….. ; assume result is in d0

move.w d0, 4(a0) ; save the result in the block

rts ; return

; Data area

;

string ds.b 20 ; storage for string

block ds.l 1 ; first parameter: base address of the string

ds.w 1 ; second parameter: resulted signed integer

end


